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This study was designed to determine whether mental imagery in 
children between the ages of 6 and 11 varies according to Pisgetian 
stages of development. Two kinds of auditory mental imagery, static 
and transformational, are explored. Children were placed into 
groups according to age and required to perform two types of melody 
completion tasks. Auditory imagery scores were found to vary 
significantly across age groups, and static imagery scores were found 
to be higher than transformational imagery scores in all age groups. 
Implications of these findings are discussed; suggestions for future 
research are presented. 

In recent years, the theories of Jean Piaget have provided a conceptual 
framework for research in musical development. The principle of conser
vation (i.e., the ability to recognize the constancy of one aspect of a 
stimulus while others change) has received the most attention (Botvin, 
1974; Foley, 1975: King, 1973; Pflederer, 1964; Pflederer-Zimmerman & 
Sechrest, 1968; Rider, 1977, 1978; Serafine, 1977), though research has 
also begun in such areas as temporal development (Jones, 1976; Perney, 
1976), symbol formation, seriation, discrimination, and class inclusion 
(Rider, 1981). Results from the majority of these studies suggest that 
Piagetian constructs are applicable to musical thought and that they can 
be studied by using musical tasks. 

Mental imagery is one area of Piagetian theory which has received 
little attention, yet which seems highly relevant to musical development 
and, more specifically, to conservation. This study explores its rele
vance by evaluating children’s performance on musical tasks designed to 
measure the development of mental imagery. 

Piaget described mental imagery as the means by which we internally 
represent objects and events in an enduring form. Since internal mental 
images can never be exact reproductions of external reality, they are 
viewed as personal or idiosyncratic representations of the external world. 
Though Piaget considered mental imagery development to be ongoing, he 
drew distinctions between types of imagery according to developmental 
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levels. During the preoperational stage(ages2-7), imagery is"static,” being 
limited to the representation of unchanging states of objects and events. At 
the onset of the concrete operational state (approximately 7 years of age), 
imagery becomes “kinetic,” or representative of the movement a stimulus 
undergoes. For example, in one of Piaget and Inhelder’s (1971) kinetic 
imagery tasks, children were presented with two vertically aligned blocks 
(i.e., 6) and were asked to draw them as they would look if the top block 
was moved to the right (i.e., a). Prior to the age of 7, most childrenwere 
unable to accurately represent the moved block, producing instead a 
variety of distorted versions (e.g., ,” ,)With further develop
ment in concrete operational thought, imagery becomes “transforma
tional,” wherein a child can imagine changes in the basic form of a 
stimulus. In one of the transformational imagery tasks, children were 
asked to draw an arc (i.e., A ) as it would look when flattened (i.e. ).
Here, the preoperational children typically underestimated the line’s 
length, maintaining the distance between the two end points of the original 
arc. 

Only one study (Rider, 1981) can be found which examines mental 
imagery as evidence of “Piagetian” development in music. Children were 
tested on three types of mental imagery: imitative, deferred imitative, and 
creative; age-related differences were found in task performance. While 
differing from Piaget in terminology. Rider’s tasks do reflect somethingof 
Piaget’s distinction between levels of imagery. There is some question, 
however, as to the degree to which these tasks were measures of auditory 
imagery. In the deferred imitative task, for example, no change occurred 
in the auditory stimulus. Instead, children were asked to recognize the 
similarity in the movements of various visual stimuli. On the creative 
imagery task, children may have succeeded by modeling a visually
observed motoric action (glissando) rather than by actively utilizing 
auditory imagery. 

The present study, while not strictly paralleling Piaget’s work in the 
visual modality, seeks to apply his ideas in a manner appropriate to the 
auditory/musical modality. Literal application of Piaget’s method in the 
construction of musical mental imagery tasks is difficult, however, given 
the inherent differences which exist between the visual and auditory 
modalities. For example, the fact that musical stimuli unfold in time makes 
the notion of auditory static imagery somewhat inconsistent with that of 
visual static imagery. As musical stimuli are revealed temporally, there is 
typically a movement away from, or a transformation of, the original 
stimulus. A visual stimulus, on the other hand, can be truly static since all 
of its components can be revealed simultaneously and remain unchanged 
over time. In addition, the distinction between a movement and a trans
formation must be reinterpreted with respect to musical stimuli. Since it 
might be argued that music necessarily involves movements in sound, and 
since most children can reproduce musical fragments from a very young 
age (Michel, 1973), the idea of a “kinetic” musical imagery which does not 
develop until the concrete operational stage seems inadequate. Instead, 
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the representation of previously heard material accords more closely with 
a “static” type of musical imagery. The higher level musical imagery might 
more accurately be termed “transformational,” wherein a child is capable 
of forming an enduring image of the underlying motions in a musical 
stimulus, and can apply this image to a transformed version of the original 
stimulus. 

In addition to providing insights into the nature of a child’s overall 
musical development, the redefinition of mental imagery in musical terms 
may contribute to our understanding of music conservation. As stated 
earlier, conservation is the ability to recognize the constancy of one aspect 
of a stimulus while other aspects change. Piagetian theory suggests that the 
ability to correctly anticipate transformations may be a necessary if not 
sufficient condition for the acquisition ofconservation (Piaget & Inhelder, 
1971). This means that in order to conserve one dimension of a stimulus, 
imagery must be sufficiently developed to mentally trace the process of 
change or transformation in that stimulus. Given this relationship, the 
study of mental imagery development in music may contribute to the 
understanding of not only normal musical development, but also delays in 
the development of important aspects of musical thought. 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether auditory static and 
transformational mental imagery vary in children between the ages of 6 
and 11 (corresponding to the late preoperational through the concrete 
operational stage), according to Piagetian theory. The following hypoth
eses were tested: 

I. Developmentally more mature children will be superior to 
developmentally less mature children in auditory mental imagery across 
both static and transformational tasks. (a) Children 9-11 years old (late 
concrete operational stage) will be superior to those 7-9 years old (early 
concrete operational) across both imagery tasks, and (b) children 7-9 
years old will be superior to those 6-7 years old (late preoperational) 
across both imagery tasks. 

2. Auditory static imagery will be significantly more developed than 
auditory transformational imagery across all age groups. 

3. Developmentally more mature children will show less difference 
than developmentally less mature children between auditory static and 
transformational imagery. (a) Children 9-l1 years old will have a smaller 
discrepancy between static and transformational imagery scores than 
children 7-9 years old, and (b) children 7-9 years old will have a smaller 
discrepancy between static and transformational imagery scores than 
children 6-7 years old. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The subjects were 30 children in the regular music classes of a rural 
Wisconsin public school. All subjects were from white, middle class 
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families. Selection for participation in the study was made on the basis of 
four criteria: (a) chronological age from 6 to 11 years; (b) lack of previous 
private music instruction; (c) absence of learning or emotional problems; 
and (d) ability to discriminate between resonator bells according to pitch, 
as demonstrated by a preliminary screening test. 

Subjects who met these criteria were grouped according to age. Children 
6 and 7 years of age were placed in Group One and were assumed to be in 
Piaget’s late preoperational stage; those 7 to 9 years of age were placed in 
Group Two, corresponding to Piaget’s early concrete operational stage; 
and those between 9 and 11 years of age were placed in Group Three, 
corresponding to Piaget’s late concrete operational stage. The mean IQs 
for the three groups were 114, 113, and 109, respectively. There were four 
boys and six girls in Group One, three boys and seven girls in Group Two, 
and five boys and five girls in Group Three. 

Tasks 

Each subject was required to perform two types of melody completion 
tasks on resonator bells, one involving auditory static imagery and the 
other involving auditory transformational imagery. Auditory static 
imagery was operationally defined as the ability to complete a melody by 
playing the appropriate resonator bells, making it sound the same as its 
two previous playings, both of which had been presented out of the sub
ject’s view. Auditory transformational imagery was operationally defined 
as the ability to complete a sequenced version of a melodic pattern by 
playing the appropriate resonator bells, following the presentation of the 
original pattern and a model sequence out of view. 

In the static imagery task, the subject listened to a 3- or 4-note melody 
played twice by the examiner out of the subject’s view, omitting either the 
last tone or the last two tones. The subject was asked to complete the 
melody by playing the resonator bells. In the transformational imagery 
task, the subject listened to a 3- or 4-note melody followed by a transposed 
sequence of that melody, beginning either a step higher or lower than the 
original. The examiner then began another transposed sequence, this 
time within the subject’s view, omitting the last one or two tones. The 
subject was asked to complete the melody so that it would sound similar 
to those heard previously. 

Apparatus 

Five resonator bells, pitched C, D, E, F, and G, and two rubber-tipped 
mallets were used for the experiment. To conceal the bells from the sub
ject’s view during the first part of each task, the bells were attached to one 
end of the inside of a large notebook. When this end was lifted, the 
examiner could play the bells unobserved. The entire test session was 
recorded with a portable cassette tape machine positioned on a shelf 
adjacent to the testing table. 
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Materials 

The static and transformational imagery tests each contained 20 items, 
consisting of two matched sets of 10 melodies. In the first set (Level l), the 
subject supplied only the final tone of the melody presented, while in the 
second set (Level 2), he or she supplied the final two tones of the melody. 
Of the 10 melodies used, 5 were composed of three quarter notes and 5 of 
four quarter notes. Since only five pitches were used in the experiment, it 
was necessary that each melody contain no more than three different 
pitches and not exceed the range of a major third. These limitations 
allowed the melodies to be altered twice in the transformational imagery 
test without exceeding the given range. From the set of melodic patterns 
which met these criteria, 10 were chosen for use on the test on the basis of: 
(a) musical meaningfulness; (h) a resting tone of either C, E, or G; (c) an 
approximately equal number of ascending and descending seconds and 
thirds; and (d) the number of repeated tones. Based on the same criteria, 
four additional patterns were chosen for use in the training procedure. 
Each melody is listed in Table 1 in both the original and altered forms, as 
they appeared on each level of the static and transformational imagery 
tests. 

Table 1. Melodic Patterns Used on the Static and 
Transformational Imagery Tasks 

Imagery Task 

Item Static-
Training 

1 CDE CDE CDE 
2 CDC CDC CDC 
3 GEFG GEFG GEFG 
4 EDCC EDCC EDCC 

Task 
GFE GFE GFE 
CCE CCE CCE 
EGG EGG EGG 
CEC CEC CEC 
GGE GGE GGE 
CDEE CDEE CDEE 
GGFE GGFE GGFE 
CDEC CDEC CDEC 
CCDE CCDE CCDE 
GFEG GFEG GFEG 

Transformational 

CDE DEF EFG 
CDC DED EFE 
GEFG FDEF ECDE 
EDCC FEDD GFEE 

GFE FED EDC 
CCE DDF EEG 
EGG DFF CEE 
CEC DFD EGE 
GGE FFD EEC 
CDEE DEFF EFGG 
GGFE FFED EEDC 
CDEC DEFD EFGE 
CCDE DDEF EEFG 
GFEG FEDF EDCE 
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Procedure 

The entire experiment was administered by the author over a period of 4 
weeks. Subjects were tested individually in a quiet schoolroom, with each 
session lasting from 20 to 30 minutes. The examiner and subject were 
seated at opposite ends of a small table on which the test kit was placed. 
Each session consisted of an orientation period, a screening test, a training 
procedure for each level and type of task, and administration of the static 
and transformational imagery tasks, 

In the orientation, the subject was given a general description of the 
experiment and task requirements, and was encouraged to question the 
examiner at any time during the session. The examiner then modeled 
some sample melodies on the resonator bells and allowed the subject to 
practice playing the bells independently. 

The examiner began the screening test by playing the five bells in sue
cession within the subject’s view. A randomly chosen bell was then 
played out of view. The subject was asked to play the same bell when the 
bells were presented again within view. This procedure was repeated with 
the remaining bells (presented individually in random order) and with 12 
two-note patterns containing all melodic intervals in the test items. A 
passing score was 4 out of 5 correct on the individual tones and 8 out of 12 
correct on the two-note patterns. 

After passing the screening test, the subject was trained for the first 
imagery task. Two orders of task presentation were used: Static Level 1, 
Static Level 2, Transformational Level I, Transformational Level 2; and 
Transformational Level 1, Transformational Level 2, Static Level 1, Static 
Level 2. Within each age group, five subjects received one order of presen
tation and five subjects received the other. 

The training was given prior to each task level. For static imagery train
ing, the subject was asked to complete a melody following two repetitions 
out of view and a carrier phrase within view. These completion responses 
consisted of either one or two tones, corresponding to Levels 1 and 2. The 
first training item was initially presented with verbal instructions and the 
examiner cued the correct response by pointing to the appropriate bell. 
The same item was then presented for the subject to complete inde
pendently. If a subject responded incorrectly, the examiner encouraged 
him or her to correct the answer. If the subject was again unsuccessful, the 
examiner demonstrated the correct response and readministered the item 
until the subject succeeded without prompting. When subjects succeeded, 
they received verbal acknowledgment and praise from the examiner. The 
second item was presented in the same manner, but without verbal instruc
tion or cueing on the initial presentation. The presentation of items 3 and 4 
paralleled that of Items I and 2, though the verbal instructions on Item 3 
differed from those on Item 1. Here, the examiner explained that the 
melodies would be longer than those heard before, but that the rules 
remained the same. The training was considered complete when the sub
ject had responded correctly to each of the items without prompting. 

To train for the transformational tasks, the subject was told that he or 
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she would hear a short melody played twice, but starting on adifferent bell 
each time (e.g., CDE-DEF). Due to the complexity of these instructions, 
the melodies were demonstrated within the subject’s view. The third 
melody in the sequence (e.g., EFG) was then played with either the last 
tone (Level 1) or the last two tones (Level 2) omitted. The subject was asked 
to complete the melody in order to make it sound similar to those heard 
previously. Training procedures and criteria for passing were the same as 
for the static imagery test. 

Following training, the corresponding IO-item test was given using the 
same task presentation as in the training, but without verbal instructions 
or prompting from the examiner. The melodies were played at approxi
mately 90 beats per minute, with a duration of one beat separating each 
melody within a test item and a 3-beat pause between items. 

Scoring 
One point was awarded for responses which were completed correctly, 

while no points were given for incorrect or partially correct responses. 
Subjects were allowed only only one opportunity to answer correctly. 
Scores on Levels 1 and 2 were combined for each imagery test, allowing for 
a maximum score of 20 points on each test. 

RESULTS 

The means, standard deviations, and ranges of auditory static and 
auditory transformational imagery scores for each of the three age groups 
are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Static and Transformational Imagery Scores by Age Group 

Type of Imagery 

Static Transformational 

Group Mean SD Range Mean SD Range 

Late Preoperational 8.3 2.32 5-12 2.6 1.72 l-6 
(6-7 yr. olds) 

Early Concrete 
Operational 
(7-9 yr. olds) 

11.1 4.07 3-17 3.7 2.0 3-10 

Late Concrete 
Operational 
(9-l 1 yr. olds) 

14.7 2.36 11-19 9.1 2.73 6-15 
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Split-half reliability coefficients were computed by evenly dividing each 
test according to the number of tones in the patterns, the level of task, and 
item difficulty. The Spearman-Brown prophesy formula was used to 
adjust for test length. Reliability coefficients of .79 and .80 were found for 
the static and transformational imagery tests, respectively. 

Since the binomial tables indicate that the probability of scoring 7 or 
more out of 20 by chance on this test is less than, IO, a score of 7 correct out 

of 20 was considered passing. While all age groups scored above passing on 
the static task, only the late concrete operational group scored above 
passing on the transformational task. 

A 2x3 factorial analysis of variance with repeated measures on one 
factor was used to analyze the raw data. The results arc as follows: 

I. Significant differences were found between age groups across 
both types of imagery, F (2, 27) = 20.95, p < .001, with developmentally 
more mature children scoring consistently higher than developmentally 
less mature children. More specifically: (a) the late concrete operational 
group scored significantly higher than the preoperational and early 
concrete operational groups, and (b) the early concrete operational group 
scored significantly higher than the late preoperational group. 

2. Significant differences were found between auditory static and 
auditory transformational imagery across all age groups, F (1, 3.24) = 
166.82, p < .001, with static imagery scores consistently exceeding trans
formational imagery scores. 

3. A significant interaction was not found between age and treat
ment; that is, the difference between static and transformational imagery 
scores did not differ significantly from one age group to another. 

Correlation coefficients were computed comparing raw scores on the 
static and transformational imagery tasks with chronological age (CA) 
and mental age (MA), using the Pearson correlation method. Significant 
positive correlations were found between CA and both static imagery 
scores (r = .60, p< .01) and transformational imagery scores (r = .71, 
p < .01). Significant positive correlations were also found between MA and 
both static imagery scores (r = S7, p< .01) and transformational imagery 
scores (r = .64, p < .01). To determine the influence of intelligence on 
subjects’ scores, the correlation between IQ and imagery scores was 
computed. Insignificant negative correlations were found between IQ and 
both static imagery scores (r = -.08) and transformational imagery scores 
(r= -.19). 

DISCUSSION 

The first finding of this study is that both static and transformational 
imagery, as measured by musical tasks, vary among children in accordance 
with Piaget’s developmental substages. Thus, children in the late concrete 
operational stage (9 to 11 years old) have better auditory static and trans
formational imagery than children in the early concrete operational stage 
(7 to 9 years old) who, in turn, have better imagery thanchildren in the late 
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preoperational stage (6 to 7 years old). While these comparisons indicate 
that children achieve significantly higher levels of imagery performance at 
each age level or developmental stage, the high correlations between 
chronological age and imagery suggest that improvements within each 
substage are gradual. 

According to the findings of this study, static imagery is present but not 
fully developed by the age of 6, whereas transformational imagery does not 
begin to develop until age 9. These results support Piaget’s contention that 
the emergence of transformational imagery depends upon the develop
ment of concrete operational thought. The fact that transformational 
imagery did not develop until the late concrete operational stage may be 
attributable to difficulty factors such as melodic complexity and length. 
Such factors would also account for the absence of perfect scores. 

It is important to note that age differences in both types of auditory 
imagery cannot be attributed to intelligence. No large difference was found 
between the age groups in IQ, and low, insignificant correlations were 
found between imagery and IQ scores. It appears, therefore, that static 
and transformational imagery are more sensitive to developmental 
experience (age) than to intelligence. 

The second finding is that mental imagery in the auditory modality 
varies among children according to the type of imagery, regardless of age 
or developmental stage. That is, children in all age groups performed the 
static imagery task significantly better than the transformational imagery 
task. This result is not surprising, since several additional mental opera
tions were involved in the transformational task. When presented with an 
incomplete melody in the process of change, the listener must perceptually 
reexperience the absent melodic stimulus, recognize those features of the 
melody in the process of change, and identify the patterns governing these 
changes. Based upon this information, the listener must then anticipate 
how to complete the stimulus as intended. In short, the static task was 
reproductive, involving the exact recall of a past state, while the trans
formational task was constructive, involving the prediction of a future 
trend. 

Finding that auditory static imagery is easier than transformational 
imagery is consistent with Piaget’s findings in the visual modality and, to 
some extent, with his explanation for the comparative difficulty of static 
and transformational imagery. Piaget accounts for the inflexibility of 
static imagery in terms of “centration.” A child’s ability to move beyond a 
static level of imagery is seen as dependent upon the ability to decenter 
perceptions, with this decentering involving the acknowledgment of 
multiple aspects of a stimulus. The process of decentration is, in turn, 
central to the development of concrete operational thought. Only through 
this process does a child become capable of imagining more than unchang
ing states in the chosen modality, be it visual or auditory. 

The third finding is that the margin of difference between static and 
transformational imagery does not vary between age groups. Thus, while 
both types of imagery improve with age, and transformational imagery 
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emerges later than static imagery, they are equally sensitive to develop
mental change. One explanation for the ongoing improvement in both 
static and transformational imagery is that the length and complexity of 
static and transformational tasks can be increased beyond a child’s 
capability, regardless of age. Thus, while static imagery scores consistently 
exceed transformational scores, the static test items are sufficiently diffi
cult that significant age-related improvement can continue for children in 
all age groups. 

These findings have several implications for music education and 
therapy. First, they increase our understanding of the factors involved in 
musical perception, while clarifying the relationship between musical 
perception and musical thought. If musical intelligence does involve 
mental imagery, then musical training might benefit from the introduction 
of activities designed to enhance children’s mental imagery development 
and help them to decenter their perceptions. To this end, tasks which 
require more than simple imitation (i.e., tasks which require a recognition 
of transformations) would be of value. 

Mental imagery tasks such as those used in this study may be useful as 
part of a thorough cognitive assessment procedure in music. The 
comparison of children’s performances on auditory imagery tasks with the 
scores expected from normally-developing children may aid in the 
detection of developmental delay. Tasks such as these could be added to 
those that are presently used in the assessment of the mentally retarded, 
not only to detect general delays in cognitive development, but also to 
isolate specific areas of dysfunction. Finally, auditory tasks are of value in 
the cognitive assessment of the visually impaired, given the problems 
inherent in testing such children with traditional methods. 

Information about mental imagery development may benefit music 
therapists by enriching their understanding of the musical behavior of 
variant populations. For example, while autistic children have demon
strated exceptional imitative abilities in music (Applebaum, Egel, Koegel, 
& Imhoff, 1979), the extent of their abilities seems to be limited to rote 
memorization and echoic responses. This static processing of stimuli 
among autistic children has also been noted in the visual modality and 
may be linked to deficits in mental imagery (Caplan & Walker, 1979). 

A number of suggestions for further research follow from this study. It is 
suggested that auditory imagery tasks be adapted to other musical 
dimensions (e.g., rhythm, timbre, intensity) both individually and in 
combinations. In addition, variant populations could be tested on audi
tory imagery. This might necessitate the adaptation of existing imagery 
tasks to meet subjects’ special needs. Scores on the imagery tasks could 
then be compared to other diagnostic variables. It is also suggested that 
the relationship between visual and auditory imagery could be clarified by 
comparing children’s performances on tests of these types of imagery. 
Finally, performance on the auditory imagery tasks could be contrasted 
with performance on tests of music conservation, thus yielding infor
mation about the relationship between these skill areas. 
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In short, the use of auditory functioning as an indicator of mental 
ability is an area that promises to yield much valuable information, and, 
therefore, should not be overlooked by professionals striving to better 
understand human learning and thought processes. 
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